ABSTRACT: Martyrdom operations are a factor in contemporary radical Islam. These operations have their roots in classical jihad literature, but fundamentally are a by-product of widespread frustration and perceived humiliations on the part of Muslims. The attacks of 11 September 2001 are rooted within this tradition.
INTRODUCTION

S
uicide attacks or "martyrdom operations" 1 are a relatively new phenomenon in Muslim warfare. 2 Given that Muslim religious culture abhors innovation, one is compelled to ask what religious and historical justifications account for the appearance and glorification of this weapon during the past twenty years, and to consider the additional factors at work in the rationalization process. One must also note that although "martyrdom operations" nominally fall under the category of jihad they are fundamentally different in kind from other activities permitted in warfare. "Martyrdom operations" differ from classical jihad in that they necessitate a greater degree of reliance upon intangible factors, such as the intentions of the attacker, in order to judge the relative purity of his motivation-which as we shall see is extremely important-as well as frequently being directed toward nonmilitary targets that are problematic from the perspective of the jihad literature. Ultimately "martyrdom operations" rely not upon the classical jihad literature (although as we shall note they can be justified up to a cer-tain point from this material), but upon the overwhelming sense of collective Muslim inferiority on the part of Muslim radicals during the present time to justify any and all tactics needed to win a given war or conflict.
It is important to note that "martyrdom operations" are, in fact, a new phenomenon in Islam, although, as we shall see, some similar cases can be culled from the history books. 3 For the most part it is extremely rare to find examples of Muslims who have committed suicide. 4 In Islamic history there is no equivalent to the "noble suicide" tradition of the Bible (cf. the story of Samson in Judges 16:23-30), modern Europe or Japan, where there is widespread cultural understanding (although usually not on the part of the religious establishment) of people who take their own lives in despair or as a result of guilt. Perhaps no one tries to justify such suicides, but everyone is familiar with the spectacle of a businessperson committing suicide as a result of failure, or political figures who take their own lives as a result of scandal. There is simply no equivalent of this in Muslim history, and until contemporary times it is difficult to point out even one name of a prominent Muslim who committed suicide in the wake of personal failure. After the debacle of the Six Day War in 1967 the commander of the Egyptian army, 'Abd al-Hakim Amer, took his own life, 5 but this must be seen as an event influenced by contemporary ideologies and not as one resulting from an indigenous tradition enjoining him to do so. Time and again prominent prisoners are taken to torture chambers in Arab or Muslim countries under various pretexts; there is virtually no evidence that any of them take their own lives to spare themselves the torture, as Westerners often have done in analogous situations.
In terms of contemporary and modern history, Muslim groups have used suicide attacks as a weapon since the early 1980s. (Others such as the Kurdish PKK and the Tamil rebels in Sri Lanka have also used suicide attacks.) Although there are stray reports of suicides at the time of the "Indian Mutiny" against the British Raj in 1857, it does not appear that large-scale suicide attacks were popular in the Muslim world previous to 1982. In 1983, Shi'ite resistance groups in Lebanon began using suicide attacks first as a means to expel American and other foreign troops, and during subsequent years as a weapon against the Israeli Army until its withdrawal in 2000. However, this suicide-martyrdom activity was still seen as a marginal, predominantly Shi'ite weapon not legitimate for Sunnis. Whereas for the most part these Shi'ite suicide attacks were conducted against military targets, more recent attacks have been focused on civilian targets and carried out largely by Sunnis. None of the 1980s Sunni jihad literature concerning Afghanistan, for example, speaks of "martyrdom operations," although it is difficult to believe that no "martyrdom operations" occurred in such a desperate war. 6 Starting in 1994, however, first the Islamic Jihad and then Hamas in the West Bank and Gaza began using "martyrdom operations" as a weapon against Israel, and following their example militant Algerian Muslim groups began to do so as well. From these groups the practice has spread deep into the radical Sunni Muslim world-in Kashmir, India and Chechnya for example-with remarkably little religious or legal opposition, probably because "martyrdom operations" are closely associated with the very popular theme of attacking Israel, and lately Russia (in Chechnya).
What is incontrovertible is that suicide attacks are qualitatively different from other attacks. Because the nature of the attack is one which precludes any form of retribution against the attacker (although some regimes have taken revenge upon family or friends of "martyrs"), the population absorbing the attack is denied any form of action that could channel its anger into an institutional form, such as the justice system. The possibility of seeking justice is denied while the attacked population is still in the white-hot heat of anger, and therefore this rage is more likely to be channeled into an uncontrolled search for vengeance. This anger invariably drives a wedge between Muslims and non-Muslims, because under many circumstances the anger provoked by suicide attacks requires an outlet, and many will make the (irrational) leap that as the attack did not differentiate between guilty and innocent, neither should the revenge.
It is also true that suicide attacks are almost always directed not against military targets but civilian ones, usually in democratic (or at least non-dictatorial) societies. The reasoning is simple: no true military benefit is expected to result from the attack. The sole purpose is to strike terror into the hearts of the enemy, either by killing in large numbers and exposing a weakness within the enemy's ranks, or more commonly by causing the other side to suffer what the avenging side is suffering, thereby justifying the attack (according to the attackers' perception) as an equalizing factor in the warfare. These goals are not achievable in large enough numbers against military targets, which have the ability to use force to protect themselves and can be alerted quickly against a foe. Suicide attacks for the most part, therefore, rarely occur against truly military targets. Usually one attack is sufficient for possible military targets to tighten security and make it difficult if not impossible for further suicide attacks to achieve their goals. These goals, however, are achievable against civilian targets, which can be driven into a state of terror by an ever-escalating series of attacks. It is for these reasons that fundamentally the "martyrdom operations" are directed against civilians, even though the rationale is military in nature.
"Martyrdom operations" do not occur in an intellectual vacuum; they have some basis in the Muslim doctrine of jihad. I will examine several documents on the subject of "martyrdom operations," including one of the principal opinions on the subject, "The Islamic Ruling on the Permissibility of Martyrdom Operations" (an exploration of the legal issues conducted for jihad fighters in Chechnya). 7 In order to eluCook: Suicide Attacks cidate the thinking behind this innovation to the Muslim law of jihad,Clearly this idea of the Muslims as an eternally warring group gained widespread support as a result of both the injunctions of the Qur'an as well as the astounding conquests that occurred during the first century of Islam. 12 This does not imply that there were not other types of Islam at this early period, but that jihad as the foremost and most prestigious expression of the faith early on became a widespread, if occasionally latent, feeling throughout the Muslim community. From this early jihad literature it is clear that most, if not all, Muslims saw themselves as a community empowered by God to conquer the entire world, probably initially with the year 717 C.E. (the year 100 hijri, remembering that the Muslim lunar calendar loses time against the solar one) as the goal for either the establishment of a messianic kingdom or for God to end the world. 13 It is significant that shortly after the passing of this date without any of these eschatological events having taken place the Muslim armies suffered a collapse that stopped the conquests for several hundred years and allowed the faith to develop in other ways.
The extent to which fighting is emphasized both in the primary religious document of Islam, the Qur'an, and in the secondary tradition literature, the hadith (traditions purportedly originating with the Prophet Muhammad or his close companions), is extraordinary, even unique. There is no other major religion in which, for example, fleeing from the battlefield is actually designated a grave sin (Qur'an 8:16). 14 The amount and early date of the jihad literature is also significant, as is the fact that most of the early prominent religious figures in Islam (up to and including the tenth century) were fighters or participated in the jihad on a volunteer basis. Therefore, it can be said confidently that the writings of these religious figures are not merely theoretical exercises, but practical guides to what was still a very important component of their religious experience.
What was the classical Muslim definition of jihad? In the classical handbooks, conveniently summarized recently by Muhammad Khayr Haykal in his impressive al-Jihad wa-l-qital fi al-siyasa al-shara'iyya (Jihad and Fighting according to the Shari'i Policy), jihad is characterized as closely regulated warfare enjoined by God upon the Muslim community with the express purpose of either expanding or defending the community. 15 In the Qur'an and early Muslim literature there is a strong concentration upon embracing death and focusing upon it to the exclusion of all else, as well as a vast morbid tradition of contemplation of death and the grave in early Muslim ascetic literature. 16 Although there is nothing in this tradition that would indicate a positive attitude toward actually taking one's life in order to speed up the process, Muslims have frequently characterized their community as one that is indifferent to death (as opposed to polytheists, who love life). 17 This attitude is already found in the Qur'an:
Indeed you will find them [the evil-doers] of all people the most attached to life, even more than those who associated other gods with Allah. Every one of them wishes to live for one thousand years. This long life, however, will not spare them the punishment. (2:96)
The correct attitude of the fighter is to see death as the goal, not because of a hatred of life but because of the reward to be gained by passing through it. The only regret to be felt is that one cannot die a martyr over and over:
There is no servant [of God] who dies-who receives a good [reward] from God-who would be happy to return to this world, because he has [the equivalent of] this world and what is in it, except the shahidbecause of the advantage of martyrdom, he would like to return to this world and be killed again. 18 Thus, since seeking death as a martyr is considered virtuous while seeking death for its own sake is not, the issue of who is a martyr (shahid) is significant in the discussion about jihad. In the Qur'an, where the word shahid appears only in its sense of "witness" rather than "martyr" (in the sense of dying for the sake of bearing witness to a cause or idea), we find the following idea:
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And do not think those who have been killed in the way of Allah as dead; they are rather living with their Lord, well-provided for. Rejoicing in what their Lord has given them of His bounty, and they rejoice for those who stayed behind and did not join them; knowing that they have nothing to fear and that they shall not grieve. (3: Clearly the integral part of the process of becoming a martyr is "being killed in the way of Allah." At some point during the first century of Islam the word shahid acquired its derivative and more important meaning of "martyr," probably under the influence of the Christian Syriac word sahedo. 19 However, one should note that the Arabic word has a connotation that the Syriac word never had-that of being an active martyr in the sense of seeking out one's martyrdom on the battlefield. In other words, in contrast to the Christian theory of martyrdom, in which the martyr usually passively suffers but can also seek out death to some extent, the Islamic process of martyrdom was not one (necessarily) in which the future martyr was the passive recipient of death as a testament to his beliefs. In Islamic usage, the shahid was allowed and even encouraged to seek out circumstances under which death was certain. Although some shuhada' (plural of shahid) in Muslim history have achieved their martyrdom through giving testimony, for the most part the focus of the term has been on those who have died fighting or unnatural (non-human induced) deaths.
What circumstances enabled a person to be designated with the coveted title of shahid were (and are) the subject of controversy, and probably gave birth to a split in the definition of jihad that persists to this day. It is undeniable that many more people desired the title of shahid than were willing to die on the battlefield. Most probably this fact led to the creation of numerous hadith, indicating that circumstances other than death on the battlefield were acceptable as constituting martyrdom. For example:
The Messenger of God said: "What do you consider [the acceptable circumstances of] martyrdom?" They said: "Being killed in the path of God [jihad] ." The Messenger of God said: "There are seven [types] of martyrdom other than being killed in the path of God: the one who dies of the plague is a shahid, the one who drowns is a shahid, the one who dies of pleurisy is a shahid, the one who dies of a stomach complaint is a shahid, the one who dies in a fire is a shahid, the one who dies in a building collapse is a shahid, and the woman who dies in child-birth is a shahida." 20 This type of tradition was only the beginning of a flood of similar ones during the course of which the word shahid lost all meaning. If all of these traditions (recounted for us by al-Suyuti in his book on the circumstances of martyrdom) were to be taken literally, it is difficult to imagine a person who would die without being a "martyr." Clearly these traditions circulated at the same time as a radical change emerged in the definition of jihad. This was the idea, first promoted by the Sufis during the ninth century, that jihad was to be defined as the internal struggle between the upper and lower natures of the believer.
The conquests were largely a memory by this period, and this latter definition became an important part of the jihad literature. It enabled large numbers of Muslims to participate in the prestigious spiritual exercise of jihad without the inconvenience of having to travel to a distant border in order to fight an infidel enemy and die on the battlefield. This fact should not be taken to imply that all Sufis were of a pacifist bent. Clearly they were not. Many participated in both types of jihad, and it is very probable that the originators of the idea of jihad al-nafs (jihad of the soul) had in mind a considerably different goal than to excuse the bulk of the Muslim community from actual fighting. However, the overall effect was to diminish the allure of fighting for the majority of Muslims. Indeed, today many Muslims, disregarding all of the evidence to the contrary, insist that this internal definition of jihad is in fact the primary and not the derivative one. 21 To a large extent jihad in classical times was fed by a sense of inevitable victory. Most felt that the conquests and the dominion they brought to the Muslim community were the only necessary proofs for the inherent right of the method employed. The goal of this jihad was clearly stated in the Qur'an, to raise the Word of God to the highest (9:41). Victory on the battlefield was seen as conclusively proving the veracity of the revelation of the Qur'an and the prophetic identity of Muhammad: "Behold! God sent me [Muhammad] with a sword, just before the Hour [of Judgment], and placed my daily sustenance beneath the shadow of my spear, and humiliation and contempt on those who oppose me." 22 History was therefore inevitably leading to a foregone conclusion: the ultimate victory of Islam throughout the Earth. If the Sufis and other Muslims temporarily abandoned jihad during the ninth century and to some extent (with the exception of the episode of the Crusades and the advances of the Ottomans in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries) until the nineteenth century, the feeling was not that the method was invalid or ineffective. Rather, victory seemed so inevitable and selfapparent that it would simply fall into the hands of the Muslims by God's decree and in His foreordained time.
PERCEPTION OF INFERIORITY AS THE MOTHER OF NECESSITY
Therefore, it was all the more of a shock for Muslims-perhaps more than any civilization other than the Chinese-to find at the beginning of the nineteenth century, that far from being the dominant group on Earth and on the verge of achieving God's divine plan of realizing the Cook: Suicide Attacks worldwide spread of Islam, they were a comparatively insignificant and backward community. From having so often despised European Christians and humiliated them on the battlefield, they had to come to realize that precisely the people they had thought were only semihuman 23 now had achieved a level of civilization and power that left their own in the dust. Many radical Muslims (and others) are very conscious of this sudden change or reversal of fortune. The radical cleric alQaradawi says that this lack of development has some bearing upon the perception of Islam, as God said concerning the Muslims in the Qur'an, "You are the best nation brought forth to mankind, bidding the right and forbidding the wrong and believing in Allah" (3:110). 24 Comparison of this expectation of superiority with present-day perceived humiliation produces a strong sense of the wrong turn that history has taken, cheating the Muslims of their rightful place on the world's stage. 25 This view also gave the Muslims something of a latent admiration for fighting as a spiritual exercise. There can be no doubt that 'Abdallah 'Azzam, the formulator of so much of the radical jihadist ideology and the mentor of Usama b. Ladin, had taken this admiration and formulated it into something of a Nietzschean philosophy, as is clear from his text, "Martyrs: The Building Blocks of Nations." In it, he says:
History does not write its lines except with blood. Glory does not build its loft[y] edifice except with skulls. Honor and respect cannot be established except on a foundation of cripples and corpses. Empires, distinguished peoples, states and societies cannot be established with examples. Indeed those who think that they can change reality or change societies without blood, sacrifices and invalids, without pure, innocent souls, do not understand the essence of this Deen [Islam] and they do not know the method of the best of Messengers [Muhammad] . 26 This message seems a little stark when compared with the overall magnificence of Islamic civilization and history, and it completely ignores the spiritual heritage of Islam; nonetheless, it is a popular view among many radicals.
By virtue of the amazing sequence of the conquests and the centuries-long perceived superiority of Islamic civilization, there exists among contemporary radical Muslims a strong imperative to rule. The dominant radical attitude is that, although others can exist as minorities in Muslim countries, Muslims can never be in the minority or ruled by non-believers. To a large degree, this attitude explains why there are so many Muslim separatist movements in the world today. It is doubtful that Muslims are any more or less oppressed than any other group in the world, yet contemporary radical Muslims tend to magnify their relative "oppression" because of their collective historical consciousness of a necessity to be superior. 27 This imperative to rule has not been realized in events, magnifying the humiliation of present-day Muslims. 28 In contemporary radical and apocalyptic Muslim literature, thus there is a tendency to cite traditions indicating a strong sense of humiliation among many Muslims. These traditions have as their source the beginnings of Islam, when many of the peoples who found themselves subject to the Muslims strongly resented the fact that they were in a subordinate position to a people (the Arabs) whom they considered to be inferior. The hadith literature responds to this reality to some extent, and even cites some of these attitudes, although usually they are projected into the future. For example:
'Abdallah b. Hawwala said: "We were with the Messenger of God [Muhammad], and we complained to him about the poverty, the nakedness and the general lack of things." The Messenger of God said: "Take heart, because I am more worried about the plethora of things for you. This matter [of Islam] will continue until you have conquered the lands of Persia and the Byzantines and Himyar [Yemen]-you will have three army-districts (ajnad): one in Syria, one in Iraq and one in Yemen-and until a man will be given 100 dinars and be insulted by it [because of the general wealth]." Ibn Hawwala said: "O Messenger of God, who could possibly take Syria when the many-horned Byzantines (al-rum dhat al-qurun) 29 are in it?" He said: "God will conquer it for you and appoint you as successors in it, until a group of them [the Byzantines] will become whiterobed, with shaved necks, standing in service for a little black man (alruwayjil al-usayawid) 30 -whatever he tells them to do, they do it. [This will happen] even though today there are men in it [Syria] who view you as more contemptible than the lice which inhabit the buttocks of camels (ahqar fi a'yunihim min al-qirdan fi a'jaz al-ibl)." 31 The juxtaposition of the contempt of the conquered peoples for the Muslims with those very people's new servitude to their Muslim masters, and the unlikely nature of the latter's victory over the powerful Byzantines, provided a strong emotional proof, in Muslim eyes, for the veracity of Islam. Nowadays when this tradition is cited, it appears in the context of what present-day Westerners (supposedly) think of Muslims. Obviously the parallel to be brought out is that at the beginning of Islam the world powers were also dismissive of its position, but the Muslims-with God's aid-taught them a lesson. What happened once will happen again. Additionally, the sense of contempt (supposedly on the part of non-Muslims) reinforces the desire to strike back in any manner possible to avenge the loss of dignity on the part of the Muslims.
Another commonly cited tradition reflecting low self-esteem in contemporary writers is, "You will be many on that day [in the apocalyptic future], but like scum." 32 In other words, the numerical preponderance of the Muslim community will not be representative of their influence or power. Other traditions cited are those that emphasize the power of Cook: Suicide Attacks the Byzantines (usually currently glossed as Europeans or Westerners) vis-à-vis the Muslims. 33 These portrayals of the present day position of Islam in such humiliating terms-far exaggerating the reality, in factreinforce the idea that Muslims must regain the power they held centuries ago through the means they used then: jihad against the world. They present the situation in very stark terms, in which either Islam is ruling the world righteously, or is being oppressed and ultimately will be annihilated from the face of the Earth. One should note that Qur'anic verses can also be used to present this picture. In the 11 September 2001 hijackers' letter, "The Last Night," many of the verses from the second page are taken from the part of the Qur'an (surat Al 'Imran 3) that was, according to the Muslim tradition, revealed in the wake of the Prophet Muhammad's worst defeat at the Battle of Uhud (625). It is clear that these verses are meant to be an encouragement to a group under considerable strain as a result of defeat.
It is obvious that under such circumstances many radical Muslims (and those influenced by their interpretations of current events) are open to the idea that at this point in history the needs of the community demand that they not only participate in jihad, but also that because of the awesome power of the enemy (the entire world, but more specifically the Western "Christian" world), any and all methods of fighting are justified to obtain the victory, or, in some cases, to stave off total defeat. For many radical Muslims "martyrdom operations" are one method of overcoming despair. It is attractive because it accomplishes something and generates a spirit of optimism (note that in "The Last Night" point 8 speaks to this issue), and others are encouraged by the sense of selfsacrifice implicit in the action. 34 
"MARTYRDOM OPERATIONS"
Part and parcel of the victory-at-any-cost attitude is the justification of suicide attacks or "martyrdom operations." In classical times, we can find the example of groups that were said to have sworn an oath unto death (bay'a 'ala al-mawt) either to the Prophet Muhammad or one of the caliphs. 35 It is significant that the very first line of "The Last Night" (translated in the Appendix) speaks of the two cardinal elements of the "martyrdom operation"-the "oath unto death" and "intention" (about which, see below). It would be interesting to know to whom they took this oath and under what circumstances it was administered, but the letter leaves us ignorant of these details. The process of an "oath unto death" was described as having taken place when the Prophet took the abortive pilgrimage to Mecca in 627 that culminated in the Treaty of Hudaybiyya. 36 (This pilgrimage was conducted under difficult circumstances; at one time there was the possibility that the Prophet and his followers could be attacked and wiped out, which was the background for this "oath to the death.") It is apparent that this "oath to the death" was introduced into contemporary radical Islam by Muhammad 'Abd al-Salam Faraj, author of The Neglected Duty, who devotes a small section to it. 37 The radical Muslims from Saudi Arabia who composed "The Islamic Ruling on the Permissibility of Martyrdom Operations" 38 define "martyrdom operations" as "those performed by one or more people, against enemies far outstripping them in numbers and equipment, with prior knowledge that the operations will almost inevitably lead to death." 39 The writers of "Permissibility" further clarify the nature of "martyrdom operation" by saying:
The name "suicide operations" used by some is inaccurate, and in fact this name was chosen by the Jews to discourage people from such endeavors. How great is the difference between one who commits suicide-because of his unhappiness, lack of patience and weakness, or absence of iman [faith] and has been threatened with Hell-Fire-and between the self-sacrificer who embarks on the operation out of strength of faith, and to bring victory to Islam, by sacrificing his life for the upliftment of Allah's Word! 40 Clearly this statement is designed to pull the focus away from the questionable methodology being employed to the positive benefits in the next world for the martyr and in this world for the victory of Islam. Victory is everything and, therefore, the manner in which it is achieved is meaningless. In this statement, the authors enumerate the political benefits achieved by suicide attacks, not noting the usual lack of military importance to the operations.
It is interesting to follow the reasoning of the writers of this document, as they take us through the Muslim legal literature in order to provide the justification for "martyrdom operations." They begin with several Qur'anic verses, the first of which is 9:111, "Allah has bought from the believers . . ." cited above, then, "And some people sell themselves for the sake of Allah's favor. Allah is kind to His servants" (2:207), and, "How many a small band has defeated a large one by Allah's leave. Allah is with the steadfast" (2:249). 41 Although none of these verses specifically permits suicide attacks, together they definitely leave the reader with the impression that this is what is being referred to. The salvific covenant begins with God's having promised paradise to the believers on the basis of their fighting, then progresses to the verse speaking of people being willing to sell themselves for the favor of God, and God's kindness being extended to those making such a sacrifice, and ends with the final verse speaking of a numerically inferior group defeating a larger. The implication is clear.
However, the writers of this legal justification do not link the Qur'anic verses together at this point; instead they take us through a series of sixteen traditions in which various people are seen to die for the faith. 42 Not all of these involve situations of warfare; the first two, in fact, involve martyrdoms for the sake of the truth of God's existence that greatly resemble Christian martyrdoms from the pre-Constantine era. 43 But the balance of the traditions emphasizes the idea that one who attacks an enemy either alone or in a manner which makes it unlikely that he will survive the battle is indeed a martyr. On this particular point, there can be no doubt that the balance of Muslim tradition and legal opinion stands with the writers of "Permissibility." 44 However, in examining this rationale I would say that there is a substantial difference between one who dies in battle-which is an open and declared event, even if it is waged in a ferocious and death-defying manner-and a suicide or "martyrdom" operation, which is by definition a secretive act designed solely to strike terror into the hearts of the foe, or to carry out selected assassinations or demolitions and is fulfilled by the death of the person sent. Other military operations are counted successes if the soldier survives; "martyrdom operations" can succeed only if the perpetrator dies. The writers can argue convincingly that to have death as a goal (or perhaps, more precisely, the probable outcome) on the battlefield is not against early Muslim practice; they have not yet shown whether they can take the logic further.
To accomplish this goal, the writers of "The Permissibility of Martyrdom Operations" then probe the legal literature:
Having established the permissibility of plunging into the enemy and attacking alone even when death is certain, we proceed and say that the martyrdom operations are derived from this principle. . . . There is one difference between the martyrdom operations and their classical precedent, namely that in our case the person is killed by his own hand, whereas in the other he was killed by the enemy. We also explain that this difference does not affect the verdict. 45 It is unfortunate that, in fact, the authors in the end do not explain the differences between one who is slain in battle and one who "is killed by his own hand," because they seem to be substantial. Instead, after reviewing the legal material dealing with attacking an enemy against overwhelming odds, the writers come to the (unsupported) conclusion that classical Muslim scholars would have allowed "martyrdom operations" with the following conditions: 1) intention; 2) infliction of losses upon the enemy; 3) frightening the enemy; and 4) strengthening the hearts of the Muslims.
I return below to the question of intention, because it is clear that this is one of the core issues of "martyrdom operations." Essentially these writers have come to the conclusion that if the benefit to be gained is sufficiently important for the Muslims, the operation can and should be carried out. After dealing with several other issues such as using prisoners as human shields, the judgment concerning one who assists in the killing of Muslims, and the definitions of shahid and suicide, the writers of this opinion come to their conclusions. However, we need to examine one of their fundamental points of departure before turning to their conclusions; this is the question of "intention" and how it influences the justification for "martyrdom operations."
INTENTION AS THE JUSTIFICATION FOR ACTION
One cannot understand the justification of "martyrdom operations" without understanding the importance of "intention" in the Muslim process of waging war. 46 One of the first traditions on jihad in the authoritative collection of al-Bukhari reads: "There is no immigration (hijra) after the conquest [of Mecca], but there is jihad and 'intention'; when you are called to arms, respond." 47 Clearly it is an anachronism to ascribe this tradition to the Prophet, yet it is still a significant tradition for the development of Muslim attitudes toward warfare. The process of hijra (perhaps better understood as "emigration with the purpose of tactical regrouping") was only to persist until the conquest of Mecca (in 630), 48 and it was to be replaced by the twin pillars of jihad and "intention." It is unclear whether traditions of this nature mean (or meant) that the "intention" to fight the jihad was the equivalent of doing so, although perhaps "intention" in this context is best understood as "maintaining a warlike attitude" or "being on one's guard." But as a result of this tradition, actions in waging jihad are judged according to the person's intentions. This "intention," however, was far from insubstantialclearly it was part of the process of waging war-and, as we note from the tradition, the Muslims were to hold themselves ready to fight continuously.
From the early jihad collection of 'Abdallah b. 49 This important and early tradition clearly shows the importance of fighting with the correct motivations and intention.
In the contemporary literature justifying "martyrdom operations" we find "intention" mentioned a number of times. It is apparent that "intention" is a necessary justification because it is only at the point of "intention" that "martyrdom operations" differ from other types of suicide. If the intention is to uplift the Word of God (Qur'an 9:41), then the action falls under the category of jihad and the actor is a martyr. I have already noted that the writer of "The Last Night" mentions "intention" in the document's very first point. One could argue, in fact, that the entire purpose of this document is to ensure the purity of the participants' intentions in the 11 September 2001 hijackings. There is no mention of justification for the ethical, moral or political ramifications of these events; apparently, these matters were not problematic. The principal purpose of the process described, therefore, was to purify the martyrs of any possible non-spiritual motivations or thoughts. This idea is in accord with what the writer of "Permissibility of Martyrdom Operations" states after giving examples of this nature:
These examples, all based upon the hadith "Verily, actions are only according to intentions . . ." clearly support the notion that the verdict concerning the shahid does not differ based upon who the killing party is, provided the intention is pure. So, one who has a bad intention and is killed by the enemy is deserving of the Fire, as would be the case if he kills himself out of pain. And one who has a sincere intention will be in Heaven, whether he is killed by the enemy or kills himself in error. And, one who helps in killing himself for the good of the religion will be in Heaven. 50 One must note that this statement creates a sense of ambivalence as to how the martyr is to be judged. Objectively speaking there is no way for the living to know precisely what the motivations of the person were at the moment of death. 51 So, in fact, it is not the "intention" that creates the martyrdom, but the action itself by virtue of its strategic value in the process of uplifting the Word of God. 52 These highly subjective criteria enable Muslim radicals to create a whole new group of legitimate martyrs.
Additionally, one must ask the following questions. If all actions in warfare are only to be judged by their intentions (which can never be known except by God), then what are the boundaries of legal behavior? Is everything right and just if the person performing the action intends it for the good of Muslims? Is one to assume that correct intentions excuse every type of behavior? 53 Modern apologists of "martyrdom operations" do not appear to confront these questions seriously, in stark contrast to their medieval predecessors who established clear boundaries for warfare. Although one must admit that these boundaries were not always observed, they certainly provided Muslims with a yardstick by which to judge the relative rightness or wrongness of a given battle or campaign. Because of the extensive use of "intention" as the yardstick by which "martyrdom operations" are to be judged, even this element of control over violent actions is lost.
ANALYSIS OF "THE LAST NIGHT"
The document left behind by the suicide attackers of 11 September 2001 entitled "The Last Night" is an interesting and important window into the mind of a person preparing attacks of this type. 54 Without attempting to place the planned events within a larger context, the document apparently is designed to assist the "martyr" through the difficult task of taking his own life (not to mention those of many others) in such a way that this act would be one of spiritual worship and not merely mass murder. It is very probable that the four pages we have of this document are a fragment; there is no introductory formula ("In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate," which precedes every document written by a Muslim) and there is a stray reference at the top of the document apparently referring to a previous page. The larger document presumably contained instructions for the days previous to the "martyrdom operation" of 11 September. Most probably these preceding pages were ripped off and disposed of as they became irrelevant. As it now stands, "The Last Night" is divided into three sections: a list of fifteen points for the final night of the martyr's existence, then the "second phase" from the time of leaving the apartment or hotel until boarding the plane, and the "third phase" from the time that the airplane is boarded until the end of the "martyrdom operation." The fifteen points listed in the first section are a mixture of piety and preparation. Points two, twelve, thirteen and fourteen are the only ones that deal with nonspiritual preparations, and even of these only point two is free from any mention of a spiritual component. The other points are all spiritual and focus upon the subordination of the soul, recitation of the entire Qur'an -which is clearly the most important element, as individual suras are mentioned for preferred reading material and verses are cited to elucidate specific points-as well as prayers and devotions. There are also points which deal with problems, such as possible disobedience or lack of unity in the group, the possible desire to betray the group, and, strangely enough considering what the hijackers intended to do, the feeling that those about to die might have wasted their lives and should be performing good works during their final hours to make up for this waste.
"The Last Night" has a strong basis in Muslim pious literature. The author, presumably Muhammad Atta, is well acquainted with the Qur'an-although one should note that he only cites verses from the later, longer suras of the holy book, primarily those which were revealed at the time of the battles of Uhud (625), the Khandaq (626) and Hunayn (630). 55 Part of the text, in fact, is exegetical, covering the Qur'anic verses 3:173-75. 56 Although point three (of the fifteen points on the first page) instructs the reader to consider suras al-Anfal (8) and al-Tawba (9), the text does not cite any verses from al-Tawba, a sura that abounds in verses concerning jihad. In total, seventeen verses are cited, eight from Al 'Imran (3), four from al-Anfal, two from al-Baqarah (2), and one each from al-Nisa (4), al-Mu'minun (23), and al-Ahzab (33) . These verses can be divided into several broad themes: five deal with obedience or standing fast in the face of opposition, four with death, four cover receiving support from God or defeating a larger group, three promote indifference to fear, and one deals with the question of executing prisoners. One should note that comparison of the Qur'anic verses cited in "The Last Night" with those by the radical Muslim writers cited throughout this article, and especially with the published statements of Usama b. Ladin and Ayman al-Zawahiri, reveal that they are working from the same ideological standpoint.
The author of "The Last Night" is well steeped in the hadith literature and early Muslim history. For the most part the traditions he cites are from al-Bukhari or other standard collections, but his knowledge clearly indicates a good grasp of early Muslim history as well (for example, the story of 'Ali at the Battle of the Khandaq). Prayers from the pious idhkar (devotional) handbooks -which are well known to Muslims and are available in bookstores everywhere-are extensively represented in the text. The author has conceived of this mission in religious terms and presents it as a spiritual sacrifice designed to purify the heart and the final actions of the participants preparatory to their entrance into heaven. There is no doubt in the mind of the author that this type of "worship" is acceptable to God; indeed it appears that, as the authors of "Permissibility" also state, participation in a "martyrdom operation" enables the believer to ascend to the highest rank in heaven. 57 There does not seem to be any doubt in the mind of the writer that "martyrdom operations" are valid according to the shari'a (although as one reads in the opening paragraphs of "Permissibility" some have severely criticized this type of operation).
If one had to point to the dominant theme of "The Last Night," it would have to be prayer. Prayer is mentioned in points five, eleven and fifteen of the first page; additionally, specific prayers such as the prayer of shelter (protection from airport security devices), the prayer to overcome the fear of enemies, the prayer of the traveler (as the attackers were "traveling towards God"), and two other specific but unnamed prayers are mentioned in the following pages. The devotionals (which are also largely prayers) cited are those of travel, entering a town and that of praise, in addition to other unnamed devotionals. Beyond these specific prayers, the injunction to pray is given a further seven times and appears to be the fall-back attitude of the "martyr" (the action that he should be doing when nothing else is going on). Behind the constant attitude of prayer lies a complete confidence in its efficaciousness as one is passing through airport security, boarding the plane, slaughtering passengers who resist, and ultimately facing the target and the death of the "martyr." Clearly the author was completely convinced that the best way to ensure success was to maximize prayer.
One of the most interesting prayers cited is the ritual prayer against the ahzab, the Confederates (from page 3): "O God: Revealer of the Book, Mover of the clouds, Defeater of the Confederates, defeat them and grant us victory over them. O God, defeat them and shake them!" 58 It is clear that the writer of "The Last Night"-following Faraj, 59 Usama b. Ladin 60 and many other previous leaders of radical Islam 61 -choses to refer to the enemy as al-ahzab, the Confederates [against God] (cf. Qur'an 11:17, 33:20, 22, 38:11-12), who are mentioned three times in the text, including the last paragraph just before the target is hit. It is interesting how this final Qur'anic reference (38:11-12) includes a list of groups that opposed God's messengers at various times, of which a number have become code-words for the United States in radical Muslim literature ('Ad, Pharaoh, the people of Lot). 62 The authors of "The Last Night" apparently went to great lengths to recreate the situation of the original ahzab, who gathered together to fight the Prophet Muhammad and the Muslims in 626 during the Battle of the Khandaq. 63 These Confederates included (according to the Muslim perception) both enemies from without (the Prophet's tribe of Quraysh and other tribes affiliated with it) and within (the Jewish tribes of Banu Nadir and Banu Qurayza, and those Muslim "hypocrites" who opposed the Prophet). 64 According to the Muslim account, the Jews of Medina sent to the Quraysh asking them to render aid in completely uprooting Muhammad and the Muslims. 65 Contemporary radical Muslims note that there is an alliance between what they refer to as "Muslim" rulers (who are apostate in their opinion) and the non-Muslim West, similar to the situation during the time of the earliest Muslims.
The Prophet Muhammad's response to this alliance was to build a fortified ditch (the Khandaq) to defend Medina, and from this position to send out sorties against the ahzab outside. He cursed these ahzab using the prayer cited in "The Last Night," and a number of the Qur'anic verses cited in the document were revealed at this time. This strategy shows that the place of the true Muslims will be on the front lines fighting the ahzab; only traitors and apostates will remain behind. 66 After the ahzab retreated (their supplies were exhausted), the Prophet Muhammad proceeded to deal with the Jewish tribes and the Muslim hypocrites, exiling some and executing others. 67 Clearly this is part of the overall strategy of this manner of waging jihad: to fight the unbe-lievers and to use the war process as a time during which true Muslims will be separated from false Muslims. All true Muslims will come out to fight; false ones will stay home. After the (future) retreat of the enemy (the Americans), Islam will be cleansed of the traitors, apostates, and hypocrites.
Taking into account the references to the ahzab and the historical situation in the background of "The Last Night," 68 a plausible scenario for the "martyrdom operation" of 11 September 2001 seems to be that it was designed as a provocation to induce the United States to attack Muslims worldwide. True Muslims would be willing to fight against the ahzab (the United States), and many others would eventually join them either in horror because of atrocities committed by the United States, or because they were scape-goated by its response to the suicide attack. 69 Remembering that jihad is also a form of missionary proclamation for these radical Muslims, the 11 September attack was also clearly designed to attract people to convert to Islam. 70 Additionally, the action would have the effect of exposing weakness in the enemy, and providing leadership by example to those true Muslims fighting the United States and to those others sympathetic to the idea of fighting but who were overwhelmed by despair. Possibly the time (11 September) was chosen with the idea of using the holy months that immediately follow this date (Rajab, Sha'ban and Ramadan) with their superior spiritual merit. 71 However, as yet, conclusive evidence for this idea is lacking.
Methods of killing are also discussed in "The Last Night." This issue is addressed primarily in the third and fourth pages-although there are references to the necessity to kill people on other pages as well, and it is clear this was a problematic point for the author. This does not imply that the author was unwilling to kill; merely that he saw the necessity to stress the method of killing (without causing pain) and the manner in which one should kill (with correct intention). The murderer is encouraged not to think of himself during the act of murder, but to focus completely upon God, and essentially to persuade himself that the act he is committing is solely for God's sake. 72 Of course, this enables the person to shut down all critical faculties.
One must also note that the author of "The Last Night" gave a great deal of thought to the problems and pitfalls likely to occur in this type of operation. One is group cohesion. This is revealed in the constant focus upon the ties-first spiritual, but then of blood-which bind the group together. They are told to display unity and discipline in accordance with the gravity of their mission and to subordinate their individual needs to those of the larger group. However, the text of "The Last Night" does not establish any hierarchy of command, and the frequent reminders to obey seem to imply that it is possible (or even likely) that members of the group could disobey and jeopardize the mission.
It is clear that one goal was to ensure that during the period of time covered by "The Last Night" the attackers would consider themselves to be dead. Much of the material about preparing oneself (in terms of cutting the hair, shaving, putting on cologne, etc.) is designed not with the purpose of personal grooming, but with the idea of preparing a corpse. One should note that in Islam, although normally corpses are prepared after death, the body of a shahid is deemed to have been purified by the act of martyrdom, and the body is buried in the state in which the person died. It is probable that the hijackers realized that their bodies would never be recovered or buried properly, and so made their preparations prior to their "martyrdom." 73 Additional elements of interest include the strong mystical bent of the writer, which is revealed by his focus upon the letters of the shahada (the Muslim confession of faith)-how none of them have diacritical points, and how this fact enhances the spiritual value of the statementis an interesting interlude in the contemplation prescribed for the attackers at the moments close to death. The attitudes toward the soul are equally intriguing. It is probable that when the writer speaks of "spiritually exercising" the soul we are witnessing the inclusion of the secondary type of jihad, the subordination of one's lower nature. Thus the "martyr" is to benefit from both types of jihad at the same time.
In short, this document is a very powerful and sobering one to read, especially when one considers the enormity of what the hijackers intended to do. No hint of this aspect of the operation is allowed to creep into the text-with the exceptions of the references to the possibility of the necessity to slaughter-and it is striking how the victims are entirely irrelevant to the entire line of thought. This is especially chilling as one reads, interspersed with details of how to slaughter innocents, comments such as to bring a coffee cup or glass of water to ease the attacker's last moments. "The Last Night" focuses entirely upon the needs of the Muslim attackers, and how they will achieve their own personal spiritual experience of martyrdom without taking into account the cost exacted from others.
CONCLUSIONS
After confronting the question of suicides and rejecting their connection with "martyrdom operations" as a result of the difference in intention and effect, the authors of "Permissibility of Martyrdom Operations" state that suicide involves only one person, but "martyrdom operations" involve many:
We have arrived at the conclusion that martyrdom operations are permissible, and in fact the mujahid [fighter] who is killed in them is better than one who is killed fighting in the ranks, for there are gradations even among martyrs, corresponding to their role, action, effort and risk under-taken. . . . Martyrdom operations should not be carried out unless certain conditions are met: 1. One's intention is sincere and pure-to raise the Word of Allah [9:41]. 2. One is reasonably sure that the desired effect cannot be achieved by any other means which would guarantee preservation of his life. 3. One is reasonably sure that loss will be inflicted on the enemy, or that they will be frightened, or that the Muslims will be emboldened. 4. One should consult with war strategy experts . . . for otherwise he may upset the [overall] plan and alert the enemy to their presence. 74 The writers note that if the first condition is absent, the deed is worthless-again indicating the importance of "intention." It is clear that the reasons given are nothing more than simply saying that whatever is beneficial to present-day Muslims in their war against unbelievers is justified-in the opinion of these radical exegetes-because of the grave situation in which the community finds itself. Once again, it must be pointed out that this style of reasoning is considerably different from that of the larger historical tradition of Islam, in which jihad is very much a regulated type of violence and has rules which cannot simply be abrogated because of convenience or perceived short-or long-term benefit to the community.
In addition to these problems, one must note that nowhere in these documents do the authors confront the most problematic part of "martyrdom operations"-that they frequently kill (and oftentimes target) civilians. This fact should result in the invalidation of the entire practice, but such has not been the case thus far, 75 despite a few rulings from religious authorities in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 76 It is most probable, therefore, that the force which drives the use of suicide or "martyrdom" as a weapon is not its basis in Muslim law-which is tenuous at best 77 -but the popular support for a type of weapon that is low in cost to the Muslim community, but entails (oftentimes) great loss to its enemies. It is for this reason that the issue of the inferiority complex continually comes up. Since many contemporary radical Muslims see their community as being essentially powerless, usually referring to themselves as the mustada'fun, those thought to be helpless, cf. Qur'an 7:137, 8:26, 28:5, 78 they also perceive themselves as truly innocent of all possible guilt, and even outside any moral or ethical law. Anything they do is by definition justified, since they are the victims in every case (according to their own self-perception). 79 As previously noted, according to radical interpretations, spiritual prestige in Islam at the present time flows from those closest to the frontlines backwards. This attitude has a basis in the Qur'an where it says:
Those believers who stay at home while suffering no injury are not equal to those who fight for the cause of Allah with their possessions and per-sons. Allah has raised those who fight with their possessions and persons one degree over those who stay at home; and to each Allah has promised the fairest good. Yet Allah has granted a great reward to those who fight and not to those who stay behind. (4: 95) A scholar in Egypt or Saudi Arabia, or any other location in the core Muslim lands, simply does not have the moral authority that one in Chechnya or Palestine or Kashmir does. 80 When there is a disagreement among these different scholars, the feeling one gets from contemporary radical Muslim literature is that the former are viewed as representing a less valid expression of Islam and more of a collaborationist type of authority (even though the evidence is that Palestinian religious authorities are just as much under the thumb of the Palestinian National Authority as are those religious figures in other Muslim countries; Chechnya is probably a different matter). 81 Part of the attractiveness of the process of "martyrdom operations" is its inherent selflessness. When this is juxtaposed with the corrupt and tyrannical nature of much of Muslim society (including the religious authorities), purification through self-immolation becomes attractive. 82 In addition to these more political factors, there is the personal spiritual journey of the individual believer. Clearly a number of those who commit suicide in "martyrdom operations" are pious by nature (although in their representations of themselves, they may present themselves as grave sinners); but just as many of the martyrs are probably marginal figures whose lives have been stained by various sins. It is only natural for many of these latter Muslims to be attracted by the fiery purification of the "martyrdom operation." In Islam, one's final actions are the key to the judgment accorded to a person's entire life. 83 Therefore those who have sinned have all the more reason to expiate their sins by such a finale, especially after the "spin" put on this type of martyrdom by the likes of Hamud b. 'Uqla al-Shu'aybi, Sulayman al-'Alwan and Salman al-'Awdah, and other more reputable radical scholars such as Yusuf al-Qaradawi. 84 What ramifications does the extensive use of suicide attacks as a weapon have on the moral and ethical foundations of Islam in today's world? A close identification of Islam with suicide attacks, or even their extensive glorification such as currently is prevalent in the Muslim world, would definitely compromise the moral voice of this faith. There is already a stark incompatibility between protests concerning killing of innocents by Western armies and legal opinions such as "The Islamic Ruling with Regard to Killing Women, Children and the Elderly in War" which permit radical Muslims to kill such non-combatants. There are also social effects to the lauding of "martyrs," such as a weakening of the taboo against committing suicide under other circumstances. Certain Muslim journals have noticed an upswing in the prevalence of suicides Cook: Suicide Attacks in the Muslim world, most likely the result of the frequent emphasis given to this subject in the news. 85 It will probably be necessary at some time in the near future for Muslims to disassociate themselves from those who follow a radical interpretation of jihad, perhaps by declaring the latter to be non-Muslims. For the present, it remains to be seen whether "martyrdom operations" as a weapon will be legitimated or expunged by the larger community of Muslims. This is not a small choice for Muslims to make, because it is clear that the nature of this weapon and its effects drive a wedge between Islam and the rest of the world, 86 and also represent a trend of thinking that is reactionary in its attitude toward widely accepted Islamic teachings as well as toward nonMuslims. 12. The expectoration (from the soul, into a siphon; 98 and the clothes, the knife, your personal belongings, your ID, your passport and all of your papers).
13. Check your weapon before you leave and again before you leave. "Sharpen your knives so as not to cause pain to your sacrifice." 99 14. Tighten your clothing tightly around you. This is the way of the pious forefathers. They would tighten their clothing around them previous to a battle. Tighten your shoes well. Wear socks so that your feet will fit in the shoes and not come out. When you have arrived and you see the a[irport] and have gotten out of the taxi, then say the prayer of shelter; every place you go say the prayer of shelter in it. Smile and be tranquil for this is pleasing to the believers. Make sure that no one of whom you are unaware is following you. Then say the prayer: "God, make me strong through your entire creation," and say: "O God, make me sufficient for what You wish," and say: "O God, we place you on their [the enemies'] throats, and we take refuge in You from their evil," 102 and say: "O God, make for us a barrier before them and one behind them, and then fool them when they are not looking," and say "God suffices for us; He is the best Guardian" in accordance with His Word Most High: "Those to whom the people said: 'The people have been arrayed against you; so fear them.' But this increased their faith and so they said: 'God is sufficient for us. He is the best Guardian.'" [3:173] 103 Then you when you have said it, you will find matters straightened; and [God's] protection will be around you; no power can penetrate that.
[God] has promised His faithful servants who say this prayer that which follows: The believers will not fear it [death]; only the followers of Satan will fear it-those who at the core are fearful of Satan, and have become his followers. The servitude belongs to God, for fear is mighty servitude towards God, [making certain that one is] turned only towards Godpraised is He and Most High-and He alone is worthy of it. Those who said-fearing to perish-the verses: "That indeed is the Devil frightening his followers . . ." [3:175] [those] who are impressed by the civilization of the West, those who have drunk of hell; it has given them to drink together with cold water (?), 106 and they have feared its weak and perishing abilities: ". . . but do not fear them and fear Me; if you are true believers!" [3:175] Fear is inside of God's followers, but the believers do not look other than to God, the One and Only, who has everything in His hand and the power of the people. 107 The most certain form of belief is that God will overturn the guile of those unbelievers, for the Most High said: "That was done, so that God might foil the machinations of the unbelievers." [8: 18] Then you must remember the most important of all the [possible] remembrances, and that is that it must not be lost upon you to remember the statement "there is no god but God." 108 For if you said it 1000 times none would be able to outdo iteven if you were silent[ly praying] or if you were remembering God [out loud]. Of the greatest [remembrances] are the words of [Muhammad] "Whoever says: 'There is no god but God' truly in his heart will enter paradise." 109 Or as he said with the same meaning: "If the seven heavens and the seven earths were placed in one palm and 'there is no god but God' in another palm then 'there is no god but God' would outweigh them all." 110 You should be able to consider the awesomeness of this statement when you fight the Confederates (al-ahzab). 111 The one who considers it will find that there are no pointed letters-this is a sign of perfection and completeness, as the pointed words or letters lessen its power. 112 
THE THIRD PHASE
When you board the p[lane], the first step you take as you enter should be to give the prayer and the supplications. Visualize that this is "going out in the morning" in the path of [God] as [Muhammad] said: "Going out in the morning and coming back in the evening in the path of God are better than this world and all that is in it" 113 Then each one of you should prepare to fulfill his part together with the one with whom God is satisfied, and to clench his teeth just as the pious forefathers did previous to entering into battle. 119 At the beginning of the confrontation, strike in the manner of champions who are not desirous of returning to this world, and shout: Allahu akbar! (God is great!), for this shout causes fear to enter into the hearts of the unbelievers. The Most High said: "[And when your Lord revealed to the angels: 'I am with you; so support those who believe. I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve.] So strike upon the necks and strike every fingertip of theirs.'" [8:12] You should know that the Gardens [of Paradise] have been decorated for you in the most beautiful way, and that the houris are calling to you: "O friend of God, come," after dressing in their most beautiful clothing.
When God requires one of you to slaughter, go to it as if [the order] came from their father and mother for it is necessary for you. Do not dispute, but listen and obey. When you have slaughtered, loot those whom you have killed-for this is one of the Ways (sunna) of the Chosen One [Muhammad] . But he made this conditional upon being certain that no one would be occupied with looting, and consequently abandon that which was more important: watching the enemy-whether [they are occupied with] trickery or attack -this danger is much greater. And if it is thus that [page 4] they are led according to the necessity of action, and if the group does the opposite to the action of the individual, then forbid him because the action [ 123 in the hands of God, seeking to do well to myself before God, so that this action would be for the sake of God alone." Then follow the law regarding prisoners and pay very close attention to them, fighting them as the Most High said: "It is not up to any prophet to take captives except after too much blood is shed in the land. You desire the fleeting goods of this world, but God desires the Hereafter, and God is Mighty, Wise." [8:67] 169] and others that are similar, or declaim them just as the pious forefathers would compose poetry in the midst of battles to calm their brothers and to cause tranquility and joy to enter their hearts. 126 Do not forget to take from the spoils, even if it is just a coffee cup or a glass of water for yourself and your brothers to drink so that it is easier for you, as now the True Promise is near and the hour of victory comes.
Open your heart and part your breast as a greeting to death in the path of God; be always remembering [God] , and renew your prayer so that it will be easier to follow just before the [sight of the] goal causes one to waver and let your last words be: "There is no god but God and Muhammad is His Messenger."
After that-if God wills-there will be the meeting [with God] and the opening into the mercy of God. When you see the masses of the unbelievers, remember the Confederates (al-ahzab), whose numbers were approximately 10,000 thousand fighters 127 and how God gave victory to His servants the believers [Muslims] . 128 The Most High said: "When the believers saw the Confederates, they said: 'This is what God and His Apostle have promised us, and God and His Apostle are truthful.' And it only increased them in faith and submission." [33:22] 129 Prayers and peace be upon Muhammad
ENDNOTES
1. "Martyrdom operations" is the common radical Muslim term for suicide attacks; it is in quotation marks because I do not want to take a stand on the question of whether people who die during the course of these actions are actually martyrs or not.
I would like to thank my parents, Dr. W. Robert and Elaine Cook, as well as Deborah Tor and Jean Rosenfeld for reading this essay and making corrections and suggestions for improvement. Thanks are also due to my anonymous readers for helping me to clarify myself in numerous instances. Readers should note that as a result of frequent suppression of radical websites, some of the citations given may not be accessible.
2. Although the Isma'ili sect of the Assassins (during the ninth through twelfth centuries) popularized political assassinations from which the assassin oftentimes did not survive, this is different from actually committing suicide in order to achieve the goal of the operation. 
